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Abstract: This paper1 covers the following questions: - what is IT governance and why is 
it important; - whom does it concern; - what can they do about it; - what does 
it cover; - what questions should be asked; - how is it accomplished; - how 
does your organisation compare. After an introduction to COBIT, the COBIT 
Framework is explained and specific attention is given to the COBIT 
management guidelines. 
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1. WHAT IS IT GOVERNANCE AND WHY IS IT 
IMPORTANT? 

As information technology has become a critical driver of business 
success, boards of directors have not kept pace. IT demands thorough and 
thoughtful board governance, yet such oversight has often been lacking 

1 This presentation is based on Board Briefing on rr Governance, published in 2001 by the IT 
Governance lnstituteTM. It is available for complimentary download, as an open standard, from 
www.ITgovemance.org/resources.htm. The presentation is also based on Control jectives for 
Information and rtlated Technology (COBn-) 3rd Edition°, published in 1998 by the IT Governance 
Institute and distributed through the Information Systems Audit and Control Association• 
(ISACATM). All portions of COB IT, with the exception of the Audit Guidelines, are an open standard 
and are available for complimentary download at www.isaca.org/cobit.htm 
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because rr has been seen as an operations matter best left to management, 
and board members lacked interest or expertise in technology issues. 

While boards have always scrutinized business strategy and strategic 
risks, rr has tended to be overlooked, despite the fact that it involves large 
investments and huge risks. Reasons include: 
• The technical insight required to understand how rr enables the 

enterprise - and creates risks and opportunities; 
• The tradition of treating rr as an entity separate to the business; 
• The complexity of rr, even more apparent in the extended enterprise 

operating in a networked economy. 

Closing the rr governance gap has become imperative as it becomes 
more difficult to separate an organisation's overall strategic mission from the 
underlying rr strategy that enables that mission to be fulfilled. 

rr governance is ultimately important because expectations and reality 
often do not match. Boards expect management to juggle a myriad of 
responsibilities: deliver quality rr solutions on time and on budget, harness 
and exploit rr to return business value and leverage rr to increase efficiency 
and productivity while managing rr risks. However, boards frequently see 
business losses, damaged reputations or weakened competitive positions, 
unmet deadlines, higher-than-expected costs, lower-than-expected quality 
and failures of rr initiatives to deliver promised benefits. 

rr governance extends the board's mission of defming strategic direction 
and ensuring that objectives are met, risks are managed and resources are 
used responsibly. Pervasive use of technology has created a critical 
dependency on rr that calls for a specific focus on rr governance. Such 
governance should ensure that an organization's rr sustains and extends its 
strategies and objectives. 

Effective rr governance: 
• Protects shareholder value; 
• Makes clear that rr risks are quantified and understood; 
• Directs and controls rr investment, opportunity, benefits and risks; 
• Aligns rr with the business while accepting IT is a critical input to and 

component of the strategic plan, influencing strategic opportunities; 
• Sustains current operations and prepares for the future; 
• Is an integral part of a global governance structure. 
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2. WHOM DOES IT CONCERN? 

Like most other governance activities, IT governance intensively engages 
both board and executive management in a cooperative manner. However, 
due to complexity and specialisation, this governance layer must rely heavily 
on the lower layers in the enterprise to provide the information needed in its 
decision-making and evaluation activities. To have effective IT governance 
in the enterprise, the lower layers need to apply the same principles of 
setting objectives, providing and getting direction, and providing and 
evaluating performance measures. As a result, good practices in IT 
governance need to be applied throughout the enterprise. 

3. WHAT CAN THEY DO ABOUT IT? 

Among the board's responsibilities are reviewing and guiding corporate 
strategy, setting and monitoring achievement of management's performance 
objectives, and ensuring the integrity of the organisation's systems. 

3.1 How Should the Board Address the Challenges? 

The board should drive enterprise alignment by: 
• Ascertaining that IT strategy is aligned with enterprise strategy; 
• Ascertaining that IT delivers against the strategy through clear 

expectations and measurement; 
• Directing IT strategy to balance investments between supporting and 

growing the enterprise; 
• Making considered decisions about where IT resources should be 

focused. 

The board should direct management to deliver measurable value through IT 
by: 
• Delivering on time and on budget; 
• Enhancing reputation, product leadership and cost-efficiency; 
• Providing customer trust and competitive time-to-market. 

The board should also measure performance by: 
• Defining and monitoring measures together with management to verify 

that objectives are achieved and to measure performance to eliminate 
surprises; 
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• Leveraging a system of balanced business scorecards maintained by 
management that form the basis for executive management 
compensation. 

The board should manage enterprise risk by: 
• Ascertaining that there is transparency about the significant risks to the 

organisation; 
• Being aware that the final responsibility for risk management rests with 

the board; 
• Being conscious that risk mitigation can generate cost-efficiencies; 
• Considering that a proactive risk management approach can create 

competitive advantage; 
• Insisting that risk management be embedded in the operation of the 

enterprise; 
• Ascertaining that management has put processes, technology and 

assurance in place for information security to ensure that: 
• Business transactions can be trusted; 
• IT services are usable, can appropriately resist attacks and recover 

from failures; 
• Critical information is withheld from those who should not have 

access to it. 

3.2 How Should Executive Management Address the 
Expectations? 

The executive's focus is generally on cost-efficiency, revenue 
enhancement and building capabilities, all of which are enabled by 
information, knowledge and the IT infrastructure. Because IT is an integral 
part of the enterprise, and as its solutions become more and more complex 
(outsourcing, third-party contracts, networking, etc.), adequate governance 
becomes a critical factor for success. To this end, management should: 
• Embed clear accountabilities for risk management and control over IT 

into the organisation; 
• Cascade strategy, policies and goals down into the enterprise and align 

the IT organisation with the enterprise goals; 
• Provide organisational structures to support the implementation of IT 

strategies and an IT infrastructure to facilitate the creation and sharing 
of business information; 

• Measure performance by having outcome measures3 for business value 
and competitive advantage that IT delivers and performance drivers to 
show how well IT performs; 
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• Focus on core business competencies IT must supporl., i.e. those that add 
customer value, differentiate the enterprise's products and services in the 
marketplace, and add value across multiple products and services over 
time; 

• Focus on important IT processes that improve business value, such as 
change, applications and problem management. Management must 
become aggressive in defming these processes and their associated 
responsibilities; 

• Focus on core IT competencies that usually relate to planning and 
overseeing the management of IT assets, risks, projects, customers and 
vendors; 

• Have clear external sourcing strategies, focussing on the management 
of third-party contracts and associated service level and on building trust 
between organisations, enabling interconnectivity and information 
sharing. 

3.3 What Does It Cover? 

Fundamentally, IT governance is concerned about two things: that IT 
delivers value to the business and that IT risks are mitigated. The first is 
driven by strategic alignment of IT with the business. The second is driven 
by embedding accountability into the enterprise. Both need measurement, 
for example, by a balanced scorecard. This leads to the four main focus areas 
for IT governance, all driven by stakeholder value. Two of them are 
outcomes: value delivery and risk mitigation. Two of them are drivers: 
strategic alignment and performance measurement. 

3.3.1 IT Strategic Alignment- "IT alignment is a journey, not a 
destination." 

The key question is whether a firm's investment in IT is in harmony with 
its strategic objectives (intent, current strategy and enterprise goals) and thus 
building the capabilities necessary to deliver business value. This state of 
harmony is referred to as "alignment." It is complex, multifaceted and never 
completely achieved. It is about continuing to move in the right direction and 
being better aligned than competitors. This may not be attainable for many 
enterprises because enterprise goals change too quickly, but is nevertheless a 
worthwhile ambition because there is real concern about the value of IT 
investment. 

Alignment of IT has been synonymous with IT strategy, i.e., does the IT 
strategy support the enterprise strategy? For IT governance, alignment 
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encompasses more than strategic integration between the (future) IT 
organisation and the (future) enterprise organisation. It is also about whether 
IT operations are aligned with the current enterprise operations. Of course, it 
is difficult to achieve IT alignment when enterprise units are misaligned. 

3.3.2 IT Value Delivery-"IT value Is in the eye of the beholder." 

The basic principles of IT value are delivery on time, within budget and 
with the benefits that were promised. In business terms, this is often 
translated into: competitive advantage, elapsed time for order/service 
fulfillment, customer satisfaction, customer wait time, employee 
productivity and profitability. Several of these elements are either subjective 
or difficult to measure, something all stakeholders need to be aware of. 

The value that IT adds to the business is a function of the degree to which 
the IT organisation is aligned with the business and meets the expectations 
of the business. The business has expectations relative to the contents of the 
IT deliverable: 
• Fit for purpose, meeting business requirements; 
• Flexibility to adopt future requirements; 
• Throughput and response times; 
• Ease of use, resiliency and security; 
• Integrity, accuracy and currency of information. 

The business also has expectations regarding the method of working: 
• Time-to-market; 
• Cost and time management; 
• Partnering success; 
• Skill set of IT staff. 

To manage these expectations, IT and the business should use a common 
language for value which translates business and IT terminology and is 
based wholly on fact. 

3.3.3 Performance Measurement- ''In IT, if you're playing the 
game and not keeping score, you're just practising." 

Strategy has taken on a new urgency as enterprises mobilise intangible 
and hidden assets to compete in an information-based global economy. 
Balanced scorecards translate strategy into action to achieve goals with a 
performance measurement system that goes beyond conventional 
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accounting, measuring those relationships and knowledge-based assets 
necessary to compete in the information age: customer focus, process 
efficiency and the ability to learn and grow. At the heart of these scorecards 
is management information supplied by the IT infrastructure. IT also enables 
and sustains solutions for the actual goals set in the financial (enterprise 
resource management), customer (customer relationship management), 
process (intranet and workflow tools) and learning (knowledge management) 
dimensions of the scorecard. 

IT needs its own scorecard. Defming clear goals and good measures that 
unequivocally reflect the business impact of the IT goals is a challenge and 
needs to be resolved in co-operation among the different governance layers 
within the enterprise. The linkage between the business balanced scorecard 
and the IT balanced scorecard is a strong method of alignment. 

3.3.4 Risk Management- ''It's the IT alligators you don't see that 
will get you." 

Enterprise risk comes in many vanetles, not only financial risk. 
Regulators are specifically concerned about operational and systemic risk, 
within which technology risk and information security issues are prominent. 
Infrastructure protection initiatives in the US and the UK point to the utter 
dependence of all enterprises on IT infrastructures and the vulnerability to 
new technology risks. The first recommendation these initiatives make is for 
risk awareness of senior corporate officers. 

Therefore, the board should manage enterprise risk by: 
• Ascertaining that there is transparency about the significant risks to the 

organisation and clarifying the risk-taking or risk-avoidance policies of 
the enterprise; 

• Being aware that the fmal responsibility for risk management rests with 
the board so, when delegating to executive management, making sure 
the constraints of that delegation are communicated and clearly 
understood; 

• Being conscious that the system of internal control put in place to 
manage risks often has the capacity to generate cost-efficiency; 

• Considering that a transparent and proactive risk management approach 
can create competitive advantage that can be exploited; 

• Insisting that risk management is embedded in the operation of the 
enterprise, responds quickly to changing risks and reports immediately 
to appropriate levels of management, supported by agreed principles of 
escalation (what to report, when, where and how). 
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4. WHAT QUESTIONS SHOULD BE ASKED? 

While it is not the most efficient IT governance process, asking tough 
questions is an effective way to get started. Of course, those responsible for 
governance want good answers to these questions. Then they want action. 
Then they need follow-up. It is essential to determine, along with the action, 
who is responsible to deliver what by when. 

An extensive checklist of questions is provided in Board Briefing on IT 
Governance. The questions focus on three objectives: questions asked to 
discover IT issues, to find out what management is doing about them, and to 
self-assess the board's governance over them. For example: 

To Uncover IT Issues 
• How often do IT projects fail to deliver what they promised? 
• Are end users satisfied with the quality of the IT service? 
• Are sufficient IT resources, infrastructure and competencies available to 

meet strategic objectives? 

To Find Out How Management Addresses the IT Issues 
• How well are enterprise and IT objectives aligned? 
• How is the value delivered by IT being measured? 
• What strategic initiatives has executive management taken to manage 

IT's criticality relative to maintenance and growth of the enterprise, and 
are they appropriate? 

To Self-assess IT Governance Practices 
• Is the board regularly briefed on IT risks to which the enterprise is 

exposed? 
• Is IT a regular item on the agenda of the board and is it addressed in a 

structured manner? 
• Does the board articulate and communicate the business objectives for 

IT alignment? 

5. HOW IS IT ACCOMPLISHED? 

Action plans for implementing effective IT governance, from both a 
board and an executive management point of view, are provided in detail in 
Board Briefing on IT Governance. These plans consist of the following 
elements: 
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• Activities list what is done to exercise the IT governance responsibilities 
and the subjects identify those items that typically get onto an IT 
governance agenda. 

• Outcome measures relate directly to the subjects of IT governance, such 
as the alignment of business and IT objectives, cost-efficiencies realised 
by IT, capabilities and competencies generated and risks and 
opportunities addressed. 

• Best practices list examples of how the activities are being performed by 
those who have established leadership in governance of technology. 

• Critical success factors are conditions, competencies and attitudes that 
are critical to being successful in the practices. 

• Performance drivers provide indicators on how IT governance is 
achieving, as opposed to the outcome measures that measure what is 
being achieved. They often relate to the critical success factors. 

The plans list IT governance activities and link a set of subjects and 
practices to them. Practices are classified to reflect the IT governance area(s) 
to which they provide the greatest contribution: value delivery, strategic 
alignment, risk management and/or performance (V, A, R, P). A list of 
critical success factors is provided in support of the practices. Finally, two 
sets of measures are listed: outcome measures that relate to the IT 
governance subjects and performance drivers that relate to how activities are 
performed and the associated practices and critical success factors. 

6. HOW DOES YOUR ORGANISATION COMPARE? 

For effective governance of IT to be implemented, organisations need to 
assess how well they are currently performing and be able to identify where 
and how improvements can be made. This applies to both the IT governance 
process itself and to all the processes that need to be managed within IT. 

The use of maturity models greatly simplifies this task and provides a 
pragmatic and structured approach for measuring how well developed your 
processes are against a consistent and easy-to-understand scale: 

0 = Non-existent. Management processes are not applied at all. 
1 = Initial. Processes are ad hoc and disorganised. 
2 = Repeatable. Processes follow a regular pattern. 
3 = Defined. Processes are documented and communicated. 
4 = Managed. Processes are monitored and measured. 
5 = Optimised. Best practices are followed and automated. 
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(For a complete description of the various maturity levels, see Board 
Briefing on IT Governance.) 

Using this technique the organisation can: 
• Build a view of current practices by discussing them in workshops and 

comparing to example models; 
• Set targets for future development by considering model descriptions 

higher up the scale and comparing to best practices; 
• Plan projects to reach the targets by defining the specific changes 

required to improve management; 
• Prioritise project work by identifying where the greatest impact will be 

made and where it is easiest to implement. 

7. INTRODUCING CoBIT 

Control Objectives for Information and related Technology (COBIT) was 
initially published by the Information Systems Audit and Control 
Foundation™ (ISACF™) in 1996, and was followed by a second edition in 
1998. The third edition, which incorporates all-new material on IT 
governance and Management Guidelines, was issued by the IT Governance 
Institute in 2000. COBIT presents an international and generally accepted IT 
control framework enabling organisations to implement an IT governance 
structure throughout the enterprise. 

Since its first issuance, COBIT has been adopted in corporations and by 
governmental entities throughout the world. 

All portions of COBIT, except the Audit Guidelines, are considered an 
open standard and may be downloaded on a complimentary basis from the 
Information Systems Audit and Control Association's web site, 
www.isaca.org/cobit.htm. The Audit Guidelines are available on a 
downloadable basis to ISACA members only. 

8. THE COBIT FRAMEWORK 

Business orientation is the main theme of COBIT. It begins from the 
premise that IT needs to deliver the information that the enterprise needs to 
achieve its objectives. It is designed to be employed as comprehensive 
guidance for management and business process owners. Increasingly, 
business practice involves the full empowerment of business process owners 
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so they have total responsibility for all aspects of the business process. In 
particular, this includes providing adequate controls. COBIT promotes a 
process focus and process ownership. 

The COBIT Framework provides a tool for the business process owner 
that facilitates the discharge of this responsibility. The Framework starts 
from a simple and pragmatic premise: 

In order to provide the information that the organisation needs 
to achieve its objectives, IT resources need to be managed 

by a set of naturally grouped processes. 

The Framework continues with a set of 34 high-level Control Objectives, 
one for each of the IT processes, grouped into four domains: 
• Planning and Organisation-This domain covers strategy and tactics, 

and concerns the identification of the way IT can best contribute to the 
achievement of the business objectives. Furthermore, the realisation of 
the strategic vision needs to be planned, communicated and managed for 
different perspectives. Finally, a proper organisation as well as 
technological infrastructure must be put in place. 

• Acquisition and Implementation-To realise the IT strategy, IT 
solutions need to be identified, developed or acquired, as well as 
implemented and integrated into the business process. In addition, 
changes in and maintenance of existing systems are covered by this 
domain to make sure that the lifecycle is continued for these systems. 

• Delivery and Support-This domain is concerned with the actual 
delivery of required services, which range from traditional operations 
over security and continuity aspects to training. In order to deliver 
services, the necessary support processes must be set up. This domain 
includes the actual processing of data by application systems, often 
classified under application controls. 

• Monitoring-All IT processes need to be regularly assessed over time 
for their quality and compliance with control requirements. This domain 
thus addresses management's oversight of the organisation's control 
process and independent assurance provided by internal and external 
audit or obtained from alternative sources. 

Corresponding to each of the 34 high-level control objectives is an Audit 
Guideline to enable the review of IT processes against COB IT's 318 
recommended detailed control objectives to provide management assurance 
and/or advice for improvement. 
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The Management Guidelines further enhances and enables enterprise 
management to deal more effectively with the needs and requirements of IT 
governance. The guidelines are action-oriented and generic and provide 
management direction for getting the enterprise's information and related 
processes under control, for monitoring achievement of organisational goals, 
for monitoring performance within each IT process and for benchmarking 
organisational achievement. 

COBIT also contains an Implementation Tool Set that provides lessons 
learned from those organisations that quickly and successfully applied 
COBIT in their work environments. It has two particularly useful tools
Management Awareness Diagnostic and IT Control Diagnostic-to assist in 
analyzing an organisation's IT control environment. 

Over the next few years, the management of organisations will need to 
demonstrably attain increased levels of security and control. COBIT is a tool 
that allows managers to bridge the gap with respect to control requirements, 
technical issues and business risks and communicate that level of control to 
stakeholders. COBIT enables the development of clear policy and good 
practice for IT control throughout organisations, worldwide. Thus, COBIT is 
designed to be the break-through IT governance tool that helps in 
understanding and managing the risks and benefits associated with 
information and related IT. 

9. THE CoBIT CONTROL OBJECTIVES 

For the purposes of COB IT, the following definitions are provided. 
"Control" is adapted from the COSO Report (Internal Control-Integrated 
Framework, Committee of Sponsoring Organisations of the Treadway 
Commission, 1992) and "IT Control Objective" is adapted from the SAC 
Report (Systems Auditability and Control Report, The Institute of Internal 
Auditors Research Foundation, 1991 and 1994). 

Control is defined as the policies, procedures, practices and 
organisational structures designed to provide reasonable assurance that 
business objectives will be achieved and that undesired events will be 
prevented or detected and corrected. 

IT Control Objective is a statement of the desired result or purpose to 
be achieved by implementing control procedures in a particular IT activity. 
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To satisfy business objectives, information needs to conform to certain 
criteria, which COBIT refers to as business requirements for information. In 
establishing the list of requirements, COBIT combines the principles 
embedded in existing and known reference models: 
• Quality requirements-Quality, Cost, Delivery; 
• Fiduciary requirements (COSO Report)-Effectiveness and Efficiency 

of operations; Reliability of Information; Compliance with laws and 
regulations; 

• Security requirements-Confidentiality; Integrity; Availability. 

Starting the analysis from the broader Quality, Fiduciary and Security 
requirements, seven distinct, certainly overlapping, categories were 
extracted. COBIT' s working definitions are as follows: 
• Effectiveness deals with information being relevant and pertinent to the 

business process as well as being delivered in a timely, correct, 
consistent and usable manner. 

• Efficiency concerns the provision of information through the optimal 
(most productive and economical) use of resources. 

• Confidentiality concerns the protection of sensitive information from 
unauthorised disclosure. 

• Integrity relates to accuracy and completeness of information as well as 
to its validity in accordance with business values and expectations. 

• Availability relates to information being available when required by the 
business process now and in the future. It also concerns the safeguarding 
of necessary resources and associated capabilities. 

• Compliance deals with complying with those laws, regulations and 
contractual arrangements to which the business process is subject, i.e., 
externally imposed business criteria. 

• Reliability of Information relates to the provision of appropriate 
information for management to operate the entity and for management to 
exercise its financial and compliance reporting responsibilities. 

The IT resources identified in COBIT can be explained/defined as follows: 
• Data are objects in their widest sense (i.e., external and internal), 

structured and non-structured, graphics, sound, etc. 
• Application Systems are understood to be the sum of manual and 

programmed procedures. 
• Technology covers hardware, operating systems, database management 

systems, networking, multimedia, etc. 
• Facilities are all the resources to house and support information systems. 
• People include staff skills, awareness and productivity to plan, organise, 

acquire, deliver, support and monitor information systems and services. 
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COBIT consists of high-level control objectives for each process which 
identify which information criteria are most important in that IT process, 
state which resources will usually be leveraged and provide considerations 
on what is important for controlling that IT process. The underlying theory 
for the classification of the control objectives is that there are, in essence, 
three levels of IT efforts when considering the management of IT resources. 
Starting at the bottom, there are the activities and tasks needed to achieve a 
measurable result. Activities have a lifecycle concept while tasks are more 
discrete. The lifecycle concept has typical control requirements different 
from discrete activities. Processes are then defmed one layer up as a series of 
joined activities or tasks with natural (control) breaks. At the highest level, 
processes are naturally grouped together into domains. Their natural 
grouping is often confirmed as responsibility domains in an organisational 
structure and is in line with the management cycle or lifecycle applicable to 
IT processes. 

Thus, the conceptual framework can be approached from three vantage 
points: (1) information criteria, (2) IT resources and (3) IT processes. 

It is clear that all control measures will not necessarily satisfy the 
different business requirements for information to the same degree. 
• Primary is the degree to which the defmed control objective directly 

impacts the information criterion concerned. 
• Secondary is the degree to which the defined control objective satisfies 

only to a lesser extent or indirectly the information criterion concerned. 
• Blank could be applicable; however, requirements are more 

appropriately satisfied by another criterion in this process and/or by 
another process. 

Similarly, all control measures will not necessarily impact the different 
IT resources to the same degree. Therefore, the COBIT Framework 
specifically indicates the applicability of the IT resources that are 
specifically managed by the process under consideration (not those that 
merely take part in the process). This classification is made within the 
COBIT Framework based on a rigorous process of input from researchers, 
experts and reviewers, using the strict definitions previously indicated. 

Each high-level control objective is accompanied by detailed control 
objectives, 318 in all, providing additional detail on how control should be 
exercised over that particular process. In addition, extensive audit guidelines 
are included for building on the objectives. 
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Sample high-level control objectives, with their related detailed control 
objectives, follow for P09, the Assess Risks process in the Planning and 
Organisation domain, and DS5, the Ensure System Security process in the 
Delivery and Support domain. 

P09 Plannl~g & Organisation CoBif 
Assess Rrsks 

HIGH-LEVEL CONTROL 0BJECTJVE 

Control over tho IT process of 

a sessing ri ks 

that satisfies tho business requirement 

of supponing management decisions through achieving IT objectives 
and responding to threats by reducing complexity, increasing 
objectivity and identifYing imponant decision factors 

is enabled by 

the organisation engaging itself in IT risk-identification and 
impact analysis, involving multi-disciplinary functions and taking 
cost-effective mea ures to mitigate risks 

and takes inlo consideration 

• risk management ownership and accountability 
• different kinds of IT ri ks (technology, S(:curity, continuity, 

regulatory, etc.) 
• defined and communicated risk tolerance profile 
• root cause analyses and risk brains1onning sessions 
• quantitative and/or qualitat ive risk measurement 
• risk assessment methodology 
• risk action plan 
• timely reassessment 

IT GO V ERNAN CE IN S TIT U TE 
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CONTROL ORJECTIVES P09 
DETAILED CONTROL OBJECTIVES 

9 AsSESS RISKS 

9. I Business Risk Assessment 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

Management should establish a systematic risk 
assessment framework. Such a framework should 
incorporate a regular assessment of the relevant 
information risks to the achievement of the busi
ness objectives, forming a basis for determining 
how the risks should be managed to an accept
able level. The process should provide for risk 
assessments at both the global level and system 
specific level, for new projects as well as on a 
recurring basis, and with cross-disciplinary par
ticipation. Management should ensure that 
reassessments occur and that risk assessment 
information is updated with results of audits, 
inspections and identified incidents. 

9.2 Risk Assessment Approach 
CONTROL OBJECT/If£ 

Management should establish a general risk 
assessment approach which defines the scope 
and boundaries, the methodology to be adopted 
for risk assessments, the responsibilities and the 
required skills. Management should lead the 
identification of the risk mitigation solution and 
be involved in identifying vulnerabilities. 
Security specialists should lead threat identifica
tion and IT specialists should drive the control 
selection. The quality of the risk assessments 
should be ensured by a structured method and 
skilled risk assessors. 

9.3 Risk ldentillcallon 
CONTROL 0BJ£CTIY£ 

The risk assessment approach should focus on 
the examination of the essential elements of risk 
and the cause/effect relationship between them. 
The essential elements of risk include tangible 
and intangible assets, asset value, threats, vulner
abilities, safeguards, consequences and likeli
hood of threat. The risk identification process 
should include qualitative and, where appropri-

ate, quantitative risk 11Ulking and should obtain 
input from management brainstorming, strategic 
planning, past audits and other assessments. The 
risk assessment should consider business, regula
tory, legal, technology, trading panner and 
human resources risks. 

9.4 Risk Measurement 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

The risk assessment approach should ensure that 
the analysis of risk identification information 
results in a quantitative and/or qualitative mea
surement of risk to which the examined area is 
exposed. The risk acceptance capacity of the 
organisation should also be assessed. 

9.5 Risk Action Plan 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 
The risk assessment approach should provide for 
the definition of a risk action plan to ensure that 
cost-effective controls and security measures mit
igate exposure to risks on a continuing basis. The 
risk action plan should identify the risk strategy 
in terms of risk avoidance, mitigation or accep
tance. 

9.6 Risk Acceptance 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

The risk assessment approach should ensure the 
formal acceptance of the residual risk, depending 
on risk identification and measurement, organisa
tional policy, uncertainty incorporated in the risk 
assessment approach itself and the cost effective
ness of implementing safeguards aod controls. 
The residual risk should be offset with adequate 
insurance coverage, contractually negotiated lia
bilities and self-insurance. 

continued on next page 

IT GOVERNAN C E IN S TITUTE 
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P09 Planni~g & Organisation CoBirr 
Assess R1sks l _l 

DETAILED CONTROL OBJECTIVES continued 
9. 7 Safeguard Seleetlon 

CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

Wbile aiming for a reasonable, appropriate and 
proportional system of controls and safeguards, 
controls with the highest return on investment 
(ROI) and those that provide quick wins should 
receive first priority. The control system also 
needs to balance prevention, detection, correction 
and recovery measures. Furthennore, manage
ment needs to communicate the purpose of the 
control measures, manage conflicting measures 
and monitor the continuing effectiveness of all 
control measures. 

9.8 Risk Assessment Commilment 
CONTROL 0BJECTIYE 
Management should encourage risk assessment 
as an important tool in providing infonnation in 
the design and implementation of internal con
trols, in the definition of the IT strategic plan and 
in the monitoring and evaluation mechanisms. 
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Ds5 Delivery & Sup~ort CoBJ~ 
Ensure Systems Security ll. 

HIGH-LEVEL Co TROL OBJECTIVE 

Control over the IT process of 

ensuring systems secunty 

that satisfies the business requirement 

to safegu:1rd 1nfonnauon again 1 unauthoriM:d use, disclo urc or 
modificJtion, damage or lo 

is enabled by 

logical acce controls which ensure that acce to sy terns, data and 
programmes is restricted to authorised users 

and tokes into consideration 

• confidentiality and privacy requirements 
• authon tion, aurhentication and acce control 
• user idcnlificatton and oulhoris.auon profile 
• need-to-have nd need-to-know 
• cryptogrophic key management 
• incident handling, reponing and follow-up 
• vlrus prevcnlion and detection 
• fircwalls 
• centralised security odministnttion 
• user tntining 
• tool for monnoring compliance, 

intrusion tesung and reponing 
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CONTROL OBJECfiVES DS5 
DETAILED CONTROL OBJECTIVES 

5 ENSURE SYSTEMS SECURITY 5.4 User Account Management 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 5.1 Manage Security MeasureJ Management should establish procedures to 

CoNTRoL 0BJEC17VE ensure timely action relating to requesting, estab-IT security should be managed such that security lishing, issuing, suspending and closing of user measures are in line with business requirements. accoWlts. A fonnal approval procedure outlining This includes: the data or system owner granting the access Translating risk assessment information to the privileges should be included. The security of IT security plans third-party access should be defined contractual-. Implementing the IT security plan ly and address administration and non-disclosure Updating the IT security plan to reflect requirements. Outsourcing arrangements should changes in the IT configuration address the risks, security controls and proce-Assessing the impact of change requests on IT dures for infonnation systems and networks in security the contract between the parties. . Monitoring the implementation of the IT 
security plan 5.5 Management Review or User Accounts . Aligning IT security procedures to other 

CoNTROL 0BJEC17VE policies and procedures Management should have a control process in 

Identlflcati~n, Authentication and Access 
place to review and confirm access rights period-5.2 ically. Periodic comparison of resources wtth 

CONTROL OBJECTIVE recorded accoWJtability should be made to help The logical access to and use of IT computing reduce the risk of enrors, fraud, misuse or WJau-resources should be restricted by the implemen- thorised alteration. tation of adequate identification, authentication 
and authorisation mechanisms, linking users and 5.6 User Control of User Accounts resources with access rules. Such mechanisms CONTROL OBJECTIVE should prevent WJauthorised persoMel, dial-up Users should systematically control the activity connections and other system {network) entry of their proper accoW!t{s). Also information ports from accessing computer resources and mechanisms should be in place to allow them to minimise the need for authorised users to use oversee normal activity as well as to be alerted to multiple sign-ons. Procedures should also be in unusual activity in a timely maMer. place to keep authentication and access mecha-
nisms effective {e.g., regular password changes). 5.7 Security Surveillance 

CONTROL OBJECTIVE 5.3 Security or Online Access to Data IT security administration should ensure that 
CONTROL OBJECT/I'£ security activity is logged and any indication of In an online IT environment, IT management imminent security violation is reported immedi-should implement procedures in line with the ately to all who may be concerned, internally and security policy that provides access security con- externally, and is acted upon in a timely mBMer. trol based on the individual's demonstrated need 
to view, add, change or delete data. 

continued on next page 
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Ds5 Delivery & Support CoBirr 
Ensure Systems Security LJ. 

DETAILED CONTROL OBJECTIVES continued 

5.8 Data Classification 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 
Management should implement procedures to 
ensure that all data arc classified in tenns of sen
sitivity by a fonnal and explicit decision by the 
data owner according to the data classification 
scheme. Even data needing "no protection" 
should require a fonnal decision to be so desig
nated. Owners should detennine disposition and 
sharing of data, as well as whether and when 
programs and files are to be maintained, archived 
or deleted. Evidence of owner approval and 
data disposition should be maintained. Policies 
should be defined to support reclassification of 
infonnation, based on changing sensitivities. 
The classification scheme should include criteria 
for managing exchanges of infonnation between 
organisations, addressing both security and com
pliance with relevant legislation. 

5.9 Central ldentiHcation and Access Rights 
Management 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 
Controls are in place to ensure that the identifica
tion and access rights of users as well as the 
identity of system and data ownership are estab
lished and managed in a unique and central man
ner to obtain consistency and efficiency of global 
access control. 

5.10 Violation and Security Activity Reporls 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

IT security administration should ensure that vio
lation and security activity is logged, reported, 
reviewed and appropriately escalated on a regular 
basis to identify and resolve incidents involving 
unauthorised activity. The logical access to the 
computer resources accountability infonnation 
(security and other logs) should be granted based 
upon the principle of least privilege, or need-to
know. 

5.11 Incident HandUng 
CoNTROL OBJECTIVE 

Management should establish a computer security 
incident handling capability to address security 
incidents by providing a centralised platfonn with 
sufficient expertise and equipped with rapid and 
secure communication facilities. Incident manage
ment responsibilities and procedures should be 
established to ensure an appropriate, effective and 
timely response to security incidents. 

5.12 Reaccreditation 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

Management should ensure that reaccreditation 
of security (e.g., through "tiger teams") is period
ically perfonned to keep up-to-date the fonnally 
approved security level and the acceptance of 
residual risk. 

5.13 Counterparty Trust 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 
Organisational policy should ensure that control 
practices are implemented to verity the authen
ticity of the counterparty providing electronic 
instructions or transactions. This can be imple
mented through trusted exchange of passwords, 
tokens or cryptographic keys. 

5.14 Transaction Authorisation 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 
Organisational policy should ensure that, where 
appropriate, controls are implemented to provide 
authenticity of transactions and establish the 
validity of a user's claimed identity to the sys
tem. This requires use of cryptographic tech
niques for signing and verifYing transactions. 
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I CONTROL ORJECfiVES DS5 

5.15 Non-Repudiation 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

Organisational policy should ensure that, where 
appropriate, transactions cannot be denied by 
either party, and controls are implemented to 
provide non-repudiation of origin or receipt, 
proof of submission, and receipt of transactions. 
This can be implemented through digital signa
tures, time stamping and trusted third-parties, 
with appropriate policies that take into account 
relevant regulatory requirements. 

5. I 6 Trusted Path 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

Organisational policy should ensure that sensitive 
transaction data is only exchanged over a trusted 
path. Sensitive information includes security 
management information, sensitive transaction 
data, passwords and cryptographic keys. To 
achieve this, trusted channels may need to be 
established using encryption between user>, 
between users and systems, and between sys
tems. 

5.17 Protection of Security Functions 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

All security related hardware and software should 
at all times be protected against tampering to 
maintain their integrity and against disclosure of 
secret keys. In addition, organisations should 
keep a low profile about their security design, but 
should not base their security on the design being 
secret. 

5.18 Cryptographic Key Management 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

Management should define and implement pro· 
cedures and protocols to be used for generation, 
change, revocation, destruction, distribution, cer· 
tification, storage, entry, use and archiving of 
cryptographic keys to ensure the protection of 
keys against modification and unauthorised dis· 

closure. If a key is compromised, management 
should ensure this information is propagated to 
any interested party through the use of Certificate 
Revocation Lists or similar mechanisms. 

5.19 Malicious Software Prevention, Detection and 
Correction 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 
Regarding malicious software, such as computer 
viruses or trojan hor>es, management should 
establish a framework of adequate preventative, 
detective and corrective control measures, and 
occurrence response and reporting. Business 
and IT management should ensure that proce· 
dures are established across the organisation to 
protect information systems and technology from 
computer viruses. Procedures should incorporate 
virus protection, detection, occurrence response 
and reporting. 

5.20 Firewall Architectures and Connections with 
Public Networks 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

If connection to the Internet or other public net
works exists, adequate firewalls should be opera· 
rive to protect against denial of services and any 
unauthorised access to the internal resources; 
should control any application and infrastructure 
management flows in both directions; and should 
protect against denial of service attacks. 

5.21 Protection of Electronic Value 
CONTROL OBJECTIVE 

Management should protect the continued 
integrity of all cards or similar physical 
mechanisms used for authentication or storage of 
financial or other sensitive information, taking 
into consideration the related facilities, devices, 
employees and validation methods used. 
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10. CoBIT'S MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES 

CoBIT' s Management Guidelines consist of maturity models, critical 
success factors (CSFs), key goal indicators (KGis) and key performance 
indicators (K.Pis). This structure delivers a significantly improved 
framework responding to management's need for control and measurability 
of IT by providing management with tools to assess and measure their 
organisation's IT environment against COBIT's 34IT processes. 

COB IT's Management Guidelines are generic and action-oriented for the 
purpose of addressing the following types of management concerns: 
• Performance measurement - What are the indicators of good 

performance? 
• IT control profiling - What's important? What are the critical success 

factors for control? 
• Awareness- What are the risks of not achieving our objectives? 
• Benchmarking - What do others do? How do we measure and 

compare? 

An answer to these requirements of determining and monitoring the 
appropriate IT security and control level is the definition of specific: · 
• Benchmarking of IT control practices (expressed as maturity models); 
• Perfonnance indicators of the IT processes-for their outcome and 

their performance; 
• Critical success factors for getting these processes under control. 

The Management Guidelines are consistent with and build upon the 
principles of the balanced business scorecard.4 In "simple terms," these 
measures will assist management in monitoring their IT organisation by 
answering the following questions: 
1. What is the management concern? Make sure that the enterprise needs 

are fulfilled. 
2. Where is it measured? On the balanced business scorecard as a key goal 

indicator, representing an outcome of the business process. 
3. What is the IT concern? That the IT processes deliver on a timely basis 

the right information to the enterprise, enabling the business needs to be 
fulfilled. This is a critical success factor for the enterprise. 

4. Where is that measured? On the IT balanced scorecard, as a key goal 
indicator representing the outcome for IT, which is that information is 
delivered with the right criteria (effectiveness, efficiency, 
confidentiality, integrity, availability, compliance and reliability). 
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5. What else needs to be measured? Whether the outcome is positively 
influenced by a number of critical success factors that need to be 
measured as key performance indicators of how well IT is doing. 

Each element of the Management Guidelines will be examined in further 
detail. 

10.1 Maturity Models 

IT management is constantly on the lookout for benchmarking and self
assessment tools in response to the need to know what to do in an efficient 
manner. Starting from COBIT' s processes and high-level control objectives, 
the process owner should be able to incrementally benchmark against that 
control objective. This creates three needs: 
• A relative measure of where the organisation is; 
• A manner to decide efficiently where to go; 
• A tool for measuring progress against the goal. 

The approach to maturity models for control over IT processes consists 
of developing a method of scoring so that an organisation can grade itself 
from non-existent to optimised (from 0 to 5). This approach is based on the 
maturity model that the Software Engineering Institute defined for the 
maturity of the software development capability.5 Whatever the model, the 
scales should not be too granular, as that would render the system difficult to 
use and suggest a precision that is not justifiable. 

In contrast, one should concentrate on maturity levels based on a set of 
conditions that can be unambiguously met. Against levels developed for 
each of COBIT's 34 IT processes, management can map: 
• The current status of the organisation - where the organisation is today; 
• The current status of (best-in-class in) the industry- the comparison; 
• The current status of international standard guidelines - additional 

comparison; 
• The organisation's strategy for improvement- where the organisation 

wants to be. 

For each of the 34 IT processes, there is an incremental measurement 
scale, based on a rating of 0 through 5. The scale is associated with generic 
qualitative maturity model descriptions ranging from Non-existent to 
Optimised as follows: 
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• 0 Non-existent. Complete lack of any recognisable processes. The 
organisation has not even recognised that there is an issue to be 
addressed. 

• 1 Initial. There is evidence that the organisation has recognised that the 
issues exist and need to be addressed. There are no standardised 
processes but instead there are ad hoc approaches that tend to be applied 
on an individual or case-by-case basis. The overall approach to 
management is disorganised. 

• 2 Repeatable. Processes have developed to the stage where similar 
procedures are followed by different people undertaking the same task. 
There is no formal training or communication of standard procedures 
and responsibility is left to the individual. There is a high degree of 
reliance on the knowledge of individuals and therefore errors are likely. 

• 3 Defined. Procedures have been standardised and documented, and 
communicated through training. It is, however, left to the individual to 
follow these processes, and it is unlikely that deviations will be detected. 
The procedures themselves are not sophisticated but are the 
formalisation of existing practices. 

• 4 Managed. It is possible to monitor and measure compliance with 
procedures and to take action where processes appear not to be working 
effectively. Processes are under constant improvement and provide good 
practice. Automation and tools are used in a limited or fragmented way. 

• 5 Optimised. Processes have been refmed to a level of best practice, 
based on the results of continuous improvement and maturity modelling 
with other organisations. IT is used in an integrated way to automate the 
workflow, providing tools to improve quality and effectiveness, making 
the enterprise quick to adapt. 

The maturity model scales help professionals explain to managers where 
IT management shortcomings exist and set targets for where they need to be 
by comparing their organisation's control practices to the best practice 
examples. The right maturity level will be influenced by the enterprise's 
business objectives and operating environment. Specifically, the level of 
control maturity depends on the enterprise's dependence on IT, its 
technology sophistication and, most importantly, the value of its 
information. 

A strategic reference point for an organisation to improve security and 
control could also consist of looking at emerging international standards and 
best-in-class practices. The emerging practices of today may become the 
expected level of performance of tomorrow and is therefore useful for 
planning where an organisation wants to be over time. 
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In summary, maturity models: 
• Refer to business requirements and the enabling aspects at the different 

maturity levels; 
• Are a scale that lends itself to pragmatic comparison, where differences 

can be made measurable in an easy manner; 
• Help setting "as-is" and "to-be" positions relative to IT governance, 

security and control maturity; 
• Lend themselves to gap analysis to determine what needs to be done to 

achieve a chosen level; 
• A void, where possible, discrete levels that create thresholds that are 

difficult to cross; 
• Increasingly apply critical success factors; 
• Are not industry-specific nor always applicable. The type of business 

defmes what is appropriate. 

10.2 Critical Success Factors 

Critical success factors provide management with guidance for 
implementing control over IT and its processes. They are the most important 
things to do that contribute to the IT process achieving its goals. They are 
activities that can be of a strategic, technical, organisational, process or 
procedural nature. They are usually dealing with capabilities and skills and 
have to be short, focused and action-oriented, leveraging the resources that 
are of primary importance in the process under consideration. 

A number of critical success factors can be deduced that apply to most IT 
processes. 

Applying to IT in general 
• IT processes are defined and aligned with the IT strategy and the 

business goals. 
• The customers of the process and their expectations are known. 
• Processes are scalable and their resources are appropriately managed and 

leveraged. 
• The required quality of staff (training, transfer of information, morale, 

etc.) and availability of skills (recruit, retain, retrain) exist. 
• IT performance is measured in financial terms, in relation to customer 

satisfaction, for process effectiveness and for future capability. IT 
management is rewarded based on these measures. 

• A continuous quality improvement effort is applied. 
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Applying to most IT processes 
• All process stakeholders (users, management, etc.) are aware of the 

risks, of the importance of IT and the opportunities it can offer, and 
provide strong commitment and support. 

• Goals and objectives are communicated across all disciplines and 
understood; it is known how processes implement and monitor 
objectives, and who is accountable for process performance. 

• People are goal-focused and have the right information on customers, on 
internal processes and on the consequences of their decisions. 

• A business culture is established, encouraging cross-divisional co
operation, teamwork and continuous process improvement. 

• There is integration and alignment of major processes, e.g., change, 
problem and configuration management. 

• Control practices are applied to increase efficient and optimal use of 
resources and improve the effectiveness of processes. 

Applying to IT governance 
• Control practices are applied to increase transparency, reduce 

complexity, promote learning, provide flexibility and scalability, and 
avoid breakdowns in internal control and oversight. 

• Practices that enable sound oversight are applied: a control environment 
and culture; a code of conduct; risk assessment as a standard practice; 
self-assessments; formal compliance on adherence to established 
standards; monitoring and follow-up of control deficiencies and risk. 

• IT governance is recognised and defined, and its activities are integrated 
into the enterprise governance process, giving clear direction for IT 
strategy, a risk management framework, a system of controls and a 
security policy. 

• IT governance focuses on major IT projects, change initiatives and 
quality efforts, with awareness of major IT processes, the responsibilities 
and the required resources and capabilities. 

• An audit committee is established to appoint and oversee an independent 
auditor, drive the IT audit plan and review the results of audits and third 
party opinions. 

In summary, critical success factors are: 
• Essential enablers focused on the process or supporting environment; 
• A thing or a condition that is required to increase the probability of 

success of the process; 
• Observable-usually measurable-characteristics of the organisation 

and process; 
• Either strategic, technological, organisational or procedural in nature; 
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• Focused on obtaining, maintaining and leveraging capability and skills; 
• Expressed in tenns of the process, not necessarily the business. 

10.3 Key Goal Indicators 

A key goal indicator, representing the process goal, is a measure of what 
has to be accomplished. It is a measurable indicator of the process achieving 
its goals, often defined as a target to achieve. By comparison, a key 
performance indicator is a measure of how well the process is performing. 

How are business and IT goals and measures linked? The COBIT 
Framework expresses the objectives for IT in terms of the information 
criteria that the business needs in order to achieve the business objectives, 
which will usually be expressed in tenns of: 
• Availability of systems and services; 
• Absence of integrity and confidentiality risks; 
• Cost-efficiency of processes and operations; 
• Confrrmation of reliability, effectiveness and compliance. 

The goal for IT can then be expressed as delivering the information that 
the business needs in line with these criteria. These information criteria are 
provided in the Management Guidelines with an indication whether they 
have primary or secondary importance for the process under review. In 
practice, the information criteria profile of an enterprise would be more 
specific. The degree of importance of each of the information criteria is a 
function of the business and the environment in which the enterprise 
operates. 

Key goal indicators are lag indicators, as they can be measured only after 
the fact, as opposed to key performance indicators, which are lead 
indicators, giving an indication of success before the fact. They also can be 
expressed negatively, i.e., in tenns of the impact of not reaching the goal. 

Key goal indicators should be measurable as a number or percentage. 
These measures should show that information and technology are 
contributing to the mission and strategy of the organisation. Because goals 
and targets are specific to the enterprise and its environment, many key goal 
indicators have been expressed with a direction, e.g., increased availability, 
decreased cost. In practice, management has to set specific targets which 
need to be met, taking into account past performance and future goals. 
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In summary, key goal indicators are: 
• A representation of the process goal, i.e., a measure of what, or a target 

to achieve; 
• The description of the outcome of the process and therefore lag 

indicators, i.e., measurable after the fact; 
• Immediate indicators of the successful completion of the process or 

indirect indicators of the value the process delivered to the business; 
• Possibly descriptions of a measure of the impact of not reaching the 

process goal; 
• Focused on the customer and financial dimensions of the balanced 

business scorecard; 
• IT -oriented but business-driven; 
• Expressed in precise, measurable terms wherever possible; 
• Focused on those information criteria that have been identified as most 

important for this process. 

10.4 Key Performance Indicators 

Key performance indicators are measures that tell management that an IT 
process is achieving its business requirements by monitoring the 
performance of the enablers of that IT process. Building on balanced 
business scorecard principles, the relationship between key performance 
indicators and key goal indicators is as follows: key performance indicators 
are short, focused and measurable indicators of performance of the enabling 
factors of the IT processes, indicating how well the process enables the goal 
to be reached. While key goal indicators focus on what, the key performance 
indicators are concerned with how. They often are a measure of a critical 
success factor and, when monitored and acted upon, identify opportunities 
for the improvement of the process. These improvements should positively 
influence the outcome and, as such, key performance indicators have a 
cause-effect relationship with the key goal indicators of the process. 

While key goal indicators are business-driven, key performance 
indicators are process-oriented and often express how well the processes and 
the organisation leverage and manage the needed resources. Similar to key 
goal indicators, they often are expressed as a number or percentage. A good 
test of a key performance indicator is to see whether it really does predict 
success or failure of the process goal and whether or not it assists 
management in improving the process. 

Some generic key performance indicators follow that usually are 
applicable to all IT processes: 
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Applying to IT in general 
• Reduced cycle times (i.e., responsiveness of IT production and 

development); 
• Increased quality and innovation; 
• Utilisation of communications bandwidth and computing power; 
• Service availability and response times; 
• Satisfaction of stakeholders (survey and number of complaints); 
• Number of staff trained in new technology and customer service skills. 

Applying to most IT processes 
• Improved cost-efficiency of the process (cost vs. deliverables); 
• Staff productivity (number of deliverables) and morale (survey); 
• Amount of errors and rework. 

Applying to IT governance 
• Benchmark comparisons; 
• Number of non-compliance reportings. 

In summary, key performance indicators: 
• Are measures of how well the process is performing; 
• Predict the probability of success or failure in the future, i.e., are lead 

indicators; 
• Are process-oriented, but IT -driven; 
• Focus on the process and learning dimensions of the balanced business 

scorecard; 
• Are expressed in precisely measurable terms; 
• Help in improving the IT process when measured and acted upon; 
• Focus on those resources identified as the most important for this 

process. 

11. MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES FOR SELECTED 
CoBIT PROCESSES 

Although COBIT consists of 34 high-level IT control practices, through 
extensive testing and surveying, the 15 most important have been identified. 
On the following pages, COBIT's Management Guideline for seven of these 
15 processes is included, outlining critical success factors, key goal 
indicators, key performance indicators and a maturity model for each. 
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PO 1 Planning & Organisation CoBff 
Define a Strategic Information Technology Plan 
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1 "'-~ I~ upd.llr) 
• PctU:~II uf p8111CIJ>'IIlt sausf11<1mn "'"' tbc II 

lltaltBJ< plonrung pn,.:es. 
• Time las hefll•-.:n ch4ngc an the IT >u.t"'!•• 

pl11u "'"' 'tw'~"" w '""""""II plans 
' h>Je. nf J\11'11CIJ'4liU 10\'lll>N 111 W 11lL'\'I' J1 

plan ok~dopn>c::lll, based un ., .. of elTon, rauo 
of im"OI\cnl<tll of business owncn II> 11 staff 
01kl nwnbt:r oney Jl3ll~<.lpanu 

• lndc~ of qualily o(d>e plan, including timehnes 
of~ elopme111 eflun. adhen:nc:e to stn .. 1utcd 
appTOIII:h ond completeness of plan 
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MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES PO 1 
P01 Maturity Model 
Control over the IT process Define • Stnrte&IC IT Plan with 
the business goal or strllring an optimum balance of 
information teclmology opportunities and IT business 
requirement.J as well as ensuring iu forther accomplishment 

0 N-Jdatent IT strategic planning is no1 perfonned. 
There is no management awareness that IT strategic 
planning is needed to support business goals. 

1 lnftllll/ Ad Hoc The need for IT strategic planning is 
known by IT managemen~ but there is no structured 
decision process in place. IT strategic planning is 
penotmed on an as needed basis in response to a specific 
business requirement and results are therefore sporadic 
and inconsistent. IT strategic planning is occasionally 
discussed at IT management meetings, but not at 
business management meetings. The alignment of 
business requirements, app~cations and technology takes 
place reactively, driven by vendor offerings, rather than 
by an organisation-wide strategy. The strategic risk 
position is identified infonnally on a project-by-project 
basis. 

2 Reputeble but Intuitive IT strategic planning is 
understood by IT managemen~ but is not documented. 
IT strategic planning is perfOtmed by IT managemen~ 
but only shared with business management on an as 
needed basis. Updaring of the IT strategic plan occurs 
only in response to requests by management and there is 
no proactive process for identifying those IT and 
business developments that require updates to the plan. 
Strategic decisions are driven on a project-by-project 
basis, without consistency with an overall organisation 
strategy. The risks and user benefits of major strategic 
decisions are being recognised, but their definition is 
intuitive. 

3 Defined Proceu A policy defines when and how to 
penotm IT strategic planning. IT strategic planning 
follows a structured approach, which is documented and 
known to all staff. The IT planning process is reasonably 
sound and ensures that appropriate planning is likely to 
be penotmed. However, discretion is given to individual 
managers with respect to implementation or the process 
and there are no procedures to examine the process on a 

regular basis. The overall IT strategy includes a 
consistent definition of risks that the organisation is 
willing to take as an innovator or follower. The IT 
financial, technical and human resources strategies 
increasingly drive the acquisition of new products and 
technologies. 

4 Menacecl and M-urable IT strategic planning is 
standard practice and exceptions would be noticed by 
management. IT strategic planning is a defined 
management function with senior level responsibilities. 
With mpec:t to the IT strategic planning process, 
management is able to monitor i~ make infonned 
decisions based on it and measure its effectiveness. Both 
short-range and long-range IT planning occurs and is 
cascaded down into the organisation, with updates done 
as needed. The IT strategy and organisation-wide 
strategy are increasingly becoming more coordinated by 
addressing business processes and value-added 
capabilities and by leveraging the use or applications and 
technologies through business process re-engineering. 
There is a well-<lefined process for balancing the internal 
and extemalresouroes required in system development 
and operations. Benchmarking against industry norms 
and competitors is becoming increasingly formalised. 

6 OptlmiMcl IT strategic planning is a documented, living 
process, is continuously considered in business goal 
setting and results in discemable business value through 
investroents in IT. Risk and value added considerations 
are continuously updated in the IT strategic plaMing 
process. Tbere is an IT strategic planning function that is 
integral to the business planning function. Realistic 
long-range IT plans are developed and constantly being 
updated to renect changing technology and business
related developments. Shon-range IT plans contain 
project task milestones and deliverables, which are 
continuously monitored and updated, as changes occur. 
Benchmarking against well-understood and reliable 
industry norms is a well-defined process and is integrated 
with the strategy fotmulation process. The IT 
organisation identifies and leverages new technology 
developments to drive the creation of new business 
capabilities and improve the competitive advantage of the 
organisation. 
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P09 Planning & Organisation CoBirr 
Assess Risks ll 

Con1r01 olltr lhe IT process Auus Risks with lhe business iioal of 
supporting m1111agement rA:cisiO"-' In achitMng IT objecti>'Cs and 
responding to thlt!ats by reducing complexity. Increasing objectivity 
and identifying important decision ftJctor.s 

ensw-.s delivery of infonnatioo 10 the business that addresses lhe 
required lnf•lllllaiHM> ntma and is measw-.d by 
Kt)· G.11llndt ..,._. 

is enabled by the org1111isation engaging itself in IT risk
identification and impact analysis, involving multi
disciplinary functions and taking cost-<tffective measures to 
mitigate risks 

considen Cntic•l Su.:..·as Fll<I<.II'S thatlevcragc 
specific IT Res<>uro<:s and is measured by 
Key l't-rfiMltlillk'<' lnd~<:.ators 

lc3fl)' defoned mles and respnnsobthtia for risk 
managtn~-.u U\o\nersh1p and managcntenlacc:.ounaabllil)' 

• A policy i• cstabli,;lted to define risk limits and risk wleranc:~ 
• The nsk asseosment is performed by nliltohillg vulnc:rabohnea, 

threats and Ill<' '"lue of dau 
• In~ n>k onfixn.,.IIOtl ts maintained, fed by incident 
"''">ning 

• Rcsponsiboliues and prc><:edw-.s for <lcfinmg, a~rcelna 011 and 
fimdmg nslc IIW\3gemau Jl11pto\'CillC1Jl~ uist 

• hocuJ of lhe a...,.<nltlll JS prfmanl) on reallluuts and less on 
d...,..tical ones 

• B111in>tillming ~too and root cau .. analyses leadmgto n k 
od.:ntili.:attOtl and olillgallnn w .. muuncly porfonned 

• A realicy cl><c~ of lhe Slllltcgy Is condt,.,ce.l by a thin! pan) 10 
lll<CI"CaSC OOj"'-'IJ\Uy and IS repcaw.J at appJ\ll)l')atetUliC$ 

Information Crftoria IT Rcsou rc:oa 

P cl"recthtflt'n ./..., ... . .........,. 
~ IPf)llca11ona , _ _. .. "' 

' "'-" /l ...... ictC)' 
p .vallaO!Iit)l 

/ ""'t tJea 
S c:om.o.·~ 

s ... 11)1 / .... 
(I') ~ II ) MQOnl,'larJ (.l)~a.to 

Key Goal Indicators 

• ln.:n=~scd dcii"Ct of aw11n.1k:S.S of dt< """" for 
ristasse.. ... sn'k!nll 

• De.:reascd number of ""''do:!ms ,.,used by risks 
identified allor dte C:,..,. 

• lncre...:d nwnher or ldowtied risk• thai ha>'C 
been sullkicntly mitigaled 

• lncru><d munber ,,fIT prt><"-i~ that ha>'O 
f,.,, ... l d.ocumrnh:d nsk ~lei till "'nn]lkted 

• Apptnpriaw pc:n:enl or mtmb.:r of co•• ctfo..1n .. 
risk assessment measures 

Key Performance Indicators 

• umbr.r ofns..-: management nlO.ltings nnt.J 
woriah<'fl• 

• Number of ns~ ma113gememunpro' emetn 
pnlJecl.1 

• Nwnbcr of impnwemenu 10 tl"' ris~ assessment 
process 

• U\'el of fun.Jmg illl< oled to ri•k nwnagc:mc:nt 
pnlJC'ClS 

• cunb.:r and fteqiiCJk)' of updatea to ptthlishold 
nsk limits and pohci"' 

• wnber and frequency of risk monitoring 
repons 

• Number of penotuk:l uained in ritk 
management medlOd.>logy 
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MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES P09 
P09 Maturity Model 
Control over the IT process "-- Rleka with the business 
goal of supporting "''"wgement decisions In achiLving IT 
objectives and responding to threats by reducing complexity, 
increasing objectivity and identifying important decision 
factors 

0 NOfHixlatent Risk assessment for processes and 
business decisions does not occur. The organisation does 
not consider the business impacts associated with 
security vulnerabilities and with development project 
uncertainties. Risk management has not been identified 
as relevant to acquiring IT solutions and delivering IT 
services. 

1 Initial/ Ad Hoc The organisation is aware of its legal 
and contracrual responsibilities and liabilities, but 
considers IT risks in an ad hoc manner, without 
following defined processes or policies. lnfonnal 
assessments of project risk take place as determined by 
each project. Risk assessments are not likely to be 
identified specifically within a project plan or to be 
assigned to specific managers involved in the project. IT 
management does not specify responsibility for risk 
management in job descriptions or other infonnal means. 
Specific IT-related risks such as security, availability and 
integrity are occasionally considered on a project-by
project basis. IT-related risks affecting day-to-day 
operations are infrequently discussed at management 
meetings. Where risks have been considered, mitigation 
is inconsistent. 

2 Repeatable but Intuitive There is an emerging 
understanding that IT risks are important and need to be 
considered. Some approach to risk assessment exists, but 
the process is still immature and developing. The 
assessment is usually at a high-level and is typically 
applied only to major projects. The assessment of on
going operations depends mainly on IT managers raising 
it as an agenda item, which often only happens when 
problems occur. IT management has not generally 
defined procedures or job descriptions dealing with risk 
management. 

3 Dellned Procen An organisation-wide risk 
management policy defmes when and how to conduct 
risk assessments. Risk assessment follows a defined 
process that is documented and available to aU staff 
through lnlining. Decisions to follow the process and to 
receive training are left to the individual's discretion. 
The methodology is convincing and sound, and ensures 
that key risks to the business are likely to be identified. 
Decisions to follow the process are left to individual IT 
managers and there is no procedure to ensure that all 
projects are covered or that the ongoing operation is 
examined for risk on a regular basis. 

4 Mllft8Ced 8lld Me•ttnlble The assessment of risk is a 
standard procedure and exceptions to following the 
procedure would be noticed by IT management. It is 
likely that IT risk management is a defined management 
function with senior level responsibility. The process is 
advanced and risk is assessed at the individual project 
level and also regularly with regard to the overall IT 
operation. Management is advised on changes in the IT 
environment which could significantly affect the risk 
scenarios, such as an increased threat from the network 
or technical trends that affect the soundness of the IT 
Slnltegy. Management is able to monitor the risk position 
and make infonned decisions regarding the exposure it is 
willing to accept Senior management and IT 
management have detennined the levels of risk that the 
organisation will tolerate and have standard measures for 
risk/return ratios. Management budgets for operational 
risk management projects to reassess risks on a regular 
basis. A risk management database is established. 

6 OptlmiMd Risk assessment has developed to the stage 
where a structured, organisation-wide process is 
enforced, followed regularly and well managed. Risk 
brainstorming and root cause analysis, involving expert 
individuals, are applied across the entlre organisation. 
The capturing, analysis and reporting of risk 
management data are highly automated. Guidance is 
drawn from leaden in the field and the IT organisation 
takes part in peer groups to exchange experiences. Risk 
management is truly integrated into all business and IT 
operations, is well accepted and extensively involves the 
users of IT services. 
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POlo Plannln~ & Organisation CoBff 
Manage ProJects 

Control over the IT process Manage Projects wilh lhe business goal 
of s~ltlng priorities and deli>-ering on time and within budget 

ensures delivery of infonruuion to the business that addresses the 
requin:d In """'nioo lntena and is measured by 
K<y G<)l] lnJiclilo11 

is enobled by the orgonisation Identifying and pn·oritiJing 
prtJjCCI.S in line with tire operational pla11 ami the adoption 
and application of sound project managemellltech11iqlles 
for each project undertalren 

considers Criti.:al Su..ws.• footoo• that leverage 
specific IT Res.>wees and is measured by 
Key Pcrfitrnn:mcc: lnJ.icauM 

Critical Success Factors 

• E•pcrionced and skillcJ project manage"'.,~ ••~ilable 
• An accq><ed and staJldanl pro2ranune tnanaKetllc'lll pn>c<<s is in 

place 
• Th~ is senior mana(!Clnent sponsorship or ptuje.:IJ, aJld 
ota~eholdel• amlll stofl •hare in th< defirution. tnlplemontoth>n 
and managemenl of pmjet.1s 

•lh"'r IS an under>tandmg oftlte abihtios rul\l hmitatums ufthe 
urgantsathln ru>d the IT fluiC1•on m•wuugins lruJ!e. compl"' 
111\lj""'-$ 

• An ''tfltatusali~vH~ ide J1NjCCI naL assessmenl mc1hodulogy is 
<kfincJ aJkl eof11re<d 

• All pmjeeul!a\'< a plan "ilh doar trneeahle ""'k brc3J...Jown 
stru~o.'IUrt"S , rcasonahly acaualc: tstinlJtes. ~)all ~uiretl'k.'lllS+ 
li>SUOS 10 orock , a quahty pllln ruld • tnulSf>arc•tt chBJtg.: prooess 

' 1 he t~IIIOR frum lhe uurlellk!llt.ahOU 1C31n to rhe optratiOt'lal 
team is a \lo ell-m.•nageJ pmccss 

• A S)'>1em .1<.~-.lopment hfc cycle meO~oKinl•>gy has been defined 
anJ IS U<ed by the Ulg3111SOIIOn 

Information Crftcrfa 

P effeal'lo'tnl$1 , _,.,. 
..,.,_ ..... It)' 

ln\C1111) 
tvtfllbllty 

comclllrtee 
ttWaDiht)o 

Key Goal Indicators 

~
~--· ./IO<MoleiY 

./fetllftln .... 

• ltiCrcaSCJ number of IU"Oje.:IJ completed on tune 
and un l••dget 

• A•-ailobility of aocumte projcet schedule and 
budge1 infoonatiou 

• Del..-ruasc in S}Sitmic and common projcc-1 
problems 

• lrnpnwai tunelint::SS ufpntied risl 
identi ficat10I1 

• llll.-reased organisati<xt salisfaaion "ilh pn>J«,t 
de livcn:d 5<:1Vi= 

• bnpro'l:d umelines ofprujco;1tnaliOjjettlCilt 
dcd~1U1\S 

Key Performance Indicators 

• lncre.1Se<lmunbrr uf pruje<.1S deli\en:d 111 

acwrdance witlt a defined mclhudnl<li!Y 
• Pen:ent of stal<ei•,Jder 1~'111ici1Jal ion ut proJ0..1S 

(nwoh•entent index) 
• Numhcr of proJect management tnunutg da~s 

per pmje<.1 team memb<r 
• Number of pruject nul.,.tune and budget 
~i~'S 

• PC"n:Cnl of pt'ujects wuh post~pruject R\ie"'s 
• A\C•~s• munher (!( yeaJS of cxpcnen"" of 

proj"''' lll.llllagen 
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MANAGEMENT Gun>ELtNES POlO 
P010 Maturity Model 
Conlrol over the IT process MIIIIIICe Project. with the 
business goal of setting priorities and delivering on lime and 
within budget 

0 NOIHixlatent Project management techniques an: not 
used and the organisation does not consider business 
impacts associated with project mismanagement and 
development project failures. 

1 Initial/Ad Hoc The organisation is genet11lly awan: of 
the need for projects to be sbuctured and is aware of the 
risks of poorly managed projects. The use of project 
management techniques and approaches within IT is a 
decision left to individual IT managen. Projects an: 
generally poorly defined and do not incorporate business 
and technical objectives of the organisation or the 
business stakeholder.;. There is a general Jack of 
management commitment and project owner.!hip and 
critical decisions an: made without user management or 
customer input. There is linle or no customer and user 
involvement in defining IT projects. There is no clear 
organisation within IT projects and roles and 
responsibilities arc not defined. Project schedules and 
milestones arc poorly defmed. Project staff time and 
expenses arc not tracked and compared to budgets. 

2 Repeatable but Intuitive Senior management has 
gained and communicated an awareness of the need for 
IT project management. The organisation is in the 
process of learning and repeating certain techniques and 
methods from project to project. IT projects have 
informally defined business and technical objectives. 
There is limited stakeholder involvement in IT project 
management. Some guidelines have been developed for 
most aspects of project management, but their 
application is left to the discretion of the individual 
project manager. 

3 Defined Proceu The IT project management process 
and methodology have been formally established and 
communicated. IT projects arc defined with appropriate 
business and technical objectives. Stakeholder.; arc 
involved in the management of IT projects. The IT 
project organisation and some roles and responsibilities 
arc defined. IT projects have defined and updated 

milestones, schedules, budget and performance 
measurements. IT projects have formal post system 
implementation procedures. Informal project 
management training is provided. Qualiiy assurance 
procedures and post system implementation activities 
have been defined, but arc not broadly applied by IT 
manager.;. Policies for using a balance of internal and 
external rcsoun:es arc being defined. 

4 Manacecl 8l1d MeeaUI'IIble Management requires 
formal and standanlised project rnetrics and "lessons 
learned" to be reviewed following project completion. 
Project management is measured and evaluated 
throughout the organisation and not just within IT. 
Enhancements to the project management process are 
formalised and communicated, and project team 
member.; arc trained on all enhancements. Risk 
management is performed as part of the project 
management process. Stakeholder.; actively participate 
in the projects or lead them. Project milestones, as well 
as the criteria for evaluating success at each milestone, 
have been established. Value and risk arc measured and 
managed prior to, during and after the completion of 
projects. Management has established a programme 
management function within IT. Projects arc defined, 
staffed and managed to increasingly address organisation 
goals, rather thai} only IT specific ones. 

5 Optlmlaed A proven, fulllife~cle project methodology 
is implemented and enforced, and is inlegnlted into the 
culture of the entire organisation. An on-going 
programme to identifY and institutionalise best practices 
has been implemented. There is strong and active project 
support from senior management sponsor.; as well as 
stakeholder.;. IT management has implemented a project 
organisation sbucture with docwnented roles, 
responsibilities and staff performance criteria A long
term IT resources strategy is defined to support 
development and operational outsourcing decisions. An 
integrated programme management office is responsible 
for projects from inception to post implementation. The 
programme management office is under the management 
of the business units and requisitions and directs IT 
resources to complete projects. OIJ!anisation-wide 
planning of projects ensures that user and IT resoun:es arc 
best utilised to support strategic initiatives. 
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A T6 Acquisition & Implementation Con-IT" 
1"'\...f Manage Changes Dll 
Conrrol over the IT process Manage Changeo with the business 
goal of minimising the liki!lihood of disruption, unauthorised 
alleratioru and crror.s 

ensures delivery ofinfonnarion to tho bus10ess that a<ldrcsses the 
required lnfoonablltt tntCflll and is measured by 
Ke-y Goolludicahn 

is tn3bled by a management sy.srem .,.,.hic.h provides for the 
analysis, jnrplementation a11d follow.llp of all changes 
"'quested and made to the existing IT infrusrructure 

consider.; Cnoical Slllli.'CSJ FIWIUB that leverage 
specific IT Rc.ourccs and is measured by 
Kt} Pcrli111n.m<e lndlca~<n 

Critical Success Factors 

• l'h.lll~<· polo ,,. ore <le& and kno,.n and they are ng.>muSI) 
and S}!!.tt.maucally 1mplementetl 

• Change nwnagcmcnt ,. Sln>ngly inh'gl""ed ""b n:lca.se 
matlJicment anJ •s an antt..'gi'811)3J11)f cnnfigu.rallcm ma.nagen.cnl 

• l'bcn.- IS amptd and dli&;lent plannmg. 3pflru\al and muiauun 
Pf')I..'\..'SS lH\'CtlO{!. jJenulkAIIoll, cate:j;"lf1SSIIOO, U111\Bc..'1 

3SSC:t:illlt::nl 3nd prumll5ai1UII of changes 
• AU<•»114tc..l prwess tools are availahle to '"PI"" we• •no,. 

lkfin JI 14.Hl , pm-f0t1na \\'lr~plans. <tppm\'ill l(mplat~. II.!SIJng. 
l'Onfigma.l lilfl and d1stnbuuon 

• 1:\.pcdJenl aruJ comprehensl\~ a~o."\.'epl.mlt.:~ h.·st ptn:edures are 
opphc.l p,;,~ to m••••P tltc .:h. nge 

· A S)Sienl f~)l" lrncktng and folio"" mg indn idllJI chang~. a~ well 
a \:ha.ngc process par:ltl'k!t~. is in pltk:e 

· A f,lmwl proces.5 fnr hand.oO\-er ftum de\"C~·lopmcnlltl opcmiWI\S 
os clcfineJ 

• < l\1n@es uke ohe imJI""' ''" capa,·it) 1111d peric>nnance 
fC\IUlrcmems in"l a~·~"ount 

• t ompl~!le and UJ)-bt-dat.: :lPJ)Iu.:atum anJ contipuraunn 
Joctun"-"11L11ion lS a\"ailable 

· A pn'I\.US 1 in place IU manage\)., tlldl0alb)l1 hcl"ten l-:Jlanges, 
reL•J~rus J ng mlcnicpenderk .. le! 

• An ond.:pcudcm pnx:ess for ,·enfocauon of the stM:CSS <>r faolun: 
l)f change 1 101(1lemented 

• l"hcrc as scg.r~ollton of ,Julies bel"'cen de\clnpmenl anJ 
pmdudmn 

Information CtJtcrla 

, effecll\t'nut 

' ·•~erw 
conf!dwlt.alit) 

, ...... 111 
p r.-al!abtl~ _ ....... 
• tdael lo(y 

Key Goal Indicators 

rT RIHOUJCCI 

~ .... 
Vl•pplleflbi•IO 

• Redu ... c:U uwnbea of enlli'S tntnxlu~W mto 
S) stems Juc t<l chang .. 

• Rc..luced numh<r of distupnons (lllSS 11f 
"''ulab•lny) Cllused b) poorl) managc.J dtaJt~c 

• Redlll:c..l impa.:< of disnlpri0114 e>uscd by 
.:!lange 

• Reduccc.l k'\el of ,.....,,._and tmoe required as 
a nui,J ta1 nw11btr of d\8nges 

• Number of cm~rseucy th.ts 

Key Performance Indicators 

• wnbc:r or diHC!'r't'nl H::rSinns iru.ullt:\1 arthc 
same ume 

• Number ofsuft"""' rel.:a;e and dlsoibutioo 
metl1<'Kis I"" pial fonn 

• Number of tk-\ •arum .... from Ihc SlaJKlant 
cunfigurriiJ,nl 

• Num~r l)f cmer:gefh.'}' tb.e~ for v.iu.:h the 
r ... mual clw.ngc: n~natl·mtnl pn.~'" \\-as t ~)t 
apJJhcd rclrnactiwly 

• Tome lag beo,.ecn the O\'itlaboluy ofdte fix and 
il unplemen13tion 

• Rario of """"Pled '" refused ch:mgc 
omplem<;ntation requcsiS 
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MANAGEIVIENT GUIDELINES AI6 
Al6 Maturity Model 
Control over the IT process Menace Cha.,_ with the 
business goal of minimising the likelihood of disruption. 
unauthorised alterations and errors 

0 N-Jdatent There is no defined change management 
process and changes can be made with virtually no 
control. There is no awareness that change can be 
disruptive for both IT and business operations, and no 
awareness of the benefits of good change management 

1 Initial/ Ad Hoc It is recognised that changes should be 
managed and controlled, but there is no consistent 
process to follow. Practices vary and it is likely that 
unauthorised changes will take place. There is poor or 
non-existent documentation of change and configwation 
documentation is incomplete and unreliable. Errors are 
likely to occur together with interruptions to the 
production environment caused by poor cbange 
management. 

2 Repeeblble but Intuitive There is an informal change 
management process in place and most changes follow 
this approach; however, it is unstructured, rudimentary 
and prone to error. Configwation documentation 
accuracy is inconsistent and only limited planning and 
impsct assessment takes place prior to a change. There 
is considerable inefficiency and rework. 

3 Defined Pnlcee8 There is a defined formal change 
management process in place, including cstegorisstion, 
prioritisstion, emergency procedures, change 
authorisstion and release management, but compliance is 
not enforced. The defined process is not always seen as 
suitable or practical and, as a result, worl<arounds take 
place and processes are bypassed. Errors are likely to 
occur and unauthorised changes will occasionally occur. 
The analysis of the impact of IT changes on business 
operations is becoming formalised, to support planned 
rollouts of new applications and technologies. 

4 Manaced and M-l'llble The change management 
process is well developed and consistently followed for 
all changes and management is confident that there are 
no exceptions. The process is efficient and effective, but 
relies on considerable manual procedures and controls to 
ensure that quality is achieved. All changes are subjecl 
to thorough planning and impact assessment to minimise 
the likelihood of post-production problems. An approval 
process for changes is in place. Cbange management 
documentation is current and correct, with changes 
fonnally tracked. Configuration documentation is 
generally accurate. IT change management planning and 
implementation is becoming more integrated with 
changes in the business processes, to ensure that training, 
organisational changes and business continuity issues are 
addressed. There is increased co-ordination between IT 
change management and business process re-design. 

5 OptlmiMd The change management process is regularly 
reviewed and updsted to keep in line with best practices. 
Configwation information is computer based and 
provides version control. Software disnibution is 
automated and remote monitoring capabilities are 
available. Configuration and release management and 
tracking of changes is sophisticated and includes tools to 
detect unauthorised and unlicensed software. IT change 
management is integrated with business change 
management to ensure that IT is an enabler in increasing 
productivity and creating new business opportunities for 
the organisstion. 
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Ds5 Delivery & Support CoBJrr 
Ensure Systems Secunty 11. 

Control over !he IT process Ensure Syateme Securtty witll !he 
business goal of safeguarding lnfonnorlon against UIUJuthori.scJ use. 
drsclosul'l! or modification, damage or loss 

e.nsuru delivery of information 10 !he business that addresses the 
required lnfoonati•'lll Crit01'hl and is measured by 
K<')' 0·>:~1 hklkatorS 

i enabled by logical access controls which ensu,.. that 
acce.ss to the systems, data and programmes i.J restricted to 
authorised urer.s 

considers ('mica! Suc-cess Fa..1.n !hat leverage 
specific 11 !Wioun:cs and is measured by 
K<'Y Ptofom..,nce Indicators 

• An o•""'ll $0CUrity plan i de\-.luped that cmcrslhe burl.tmg of 
Q\o\~ es~blishd de~.~ 1l0h.:1es and ~tandard . u.kuiJfics a 
COSI·clfa.1i\c nd sustain.ablc hnpJementollion. &nJ JeHncs 
tlk..,.uloong and cnforctlnena pt\)('tSSeS 

· lhere IS>""'""""' that a good "":utlly plan btkes rune lo C\ol• .. 
• lne oorponile SClWIIY function repcwu 10 senior mana gemelli 

an.t ts rc5Jlllll5tble for exe<-uting the security plan 
• Managememand .uffhlll't a <•)t!UllOil Wlder•tanJma or ... :unry 

I'C<juiremcnrs. 111lnerabrhties and thzal$. an.t they undcnrand 
ru~t lh.~l lhc1r 0\o\11 SO!IUil) teS)>I.ll\SiblhUC'S 

• 1lnrd-pa.r1y C'\I)U~Iinn of sc:...·urlt~ pohcy and nn:hhei IUR IS 
~.:onJucle..f penclthcaJJy 

• A "buoiJing I"'"""" I'"'~~'"'"'"" is defit>e<l, iuentil)ing """urit~ 
haS<hnCS that hai'O IO be ll<lha-.d to 

• A "•hwen hcence" pmgnonune is in pla.:t fi>r tloose de\,.l,l(liiiM. 
implementing ark! using syst.:ms, enf~-ina sc:uuity cel1ificaunn 
of Staff 

• lbe SC\:Wlty functron has thr n>:ans an.t abihoy to dele<t, record, 

anal)se StJ!11rficance, "''""' and IlL I upon SCI.'IItlly inckknli 
~>hen lh<) do U<;CUf, "hok mmimosing !he pruhahiloty of 
t)C(unt::IU b) applying anlrusion testmg and a~'1t\C monitnnng 

• A untralosa.l usa management """""' and system pro>~dos !he 
mcaJos to tdentlfy and assrgn authorisations to LISCI1 in a 
stanUanJ and ~flktent manuer 

• A pn)CCSS l5 1n place au authenticale user~ at reasonable cost. 
hght •~ imploment and easy to use 

lnfoJmatJon Criteria 

cffectlvon••• 
oltLclone) , --111)

p ll11elf<IY ,_...,Ill' 
• oompllarQ 

s ,e:'lobt tJ 

Key Goal Indicators 

IT Rcsou rco!J ... _ 
/ JppliceHoni 

.... ~ 
,f hK:II tlel1 

....... 

• '> in.;tdents causing puhhc embaJTU.Ssmeru 
• lmmeJiatc reponing un ~rillcal inc1den1:W 
• Alr@l\lll<ml uf access rij!hts "rth rqamsall•mal 

respoouibiliues 
• Redu ed nwnber of !le\1' unplementatr<liiS 

dela)-.d by secunty c"ncems 
• full ooonphance. or og.-1 and l'tCOI'ded 

..lc\ raJ tons from mm1mwn SC(,"Uf11Y R:quirements 
• Reduced nwnher of inc11kntJ UM>h ing 
W~authot i.sed a.:cess. loos or comtptton of 
infi•rnauon 

Key Performance Indicators 

.. Rcdul%d munhcr of :sccunty·rc:lau::J ~;miLe 
c;~Os, chang requests onJ fixes 

• AnlOWll of J,,...,uime c.ru>Cd by se<11n1y 
incidenu 

• Reduced turnaround rune for """'"'Y 
adminrslr.stion requests 

• umber ,,f systems subje.:l to an intrusion 
de""'! ion prucess 

• Number of S)stcms "'ith ICU\"e tnormoring 
cap.1bihties 

• ReJuced nmc to in~es1ip1e security in<idenrs 
• rime lag bet~>een dc~e<;Kl!l, rcponmg and 

a<:uns "Jllll' OCI'urity incidents 
• NW11ber af IT security awareueu training days 
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MANAGEI\1ENT GUIDELINES DS5 
DSS Maturity Model 
Control over the IT process EMu,. Systen. Security with 
the business goal of •afeguaiTiing information agaimt 
unauthorised use, disc/ruure or modificatron, damage or loss 

0 Nolwtxlatent The organisation does not recognise the 
need for IT security. Responsibilities and 
accountabilities are not assigned for ensuring security. 
Measures supporting the management of IT security are 
not implemented. There is no IT security reporting and 
no response process to IT security breaches. There is a 
complete lack of a recognisable system security 
administration process. 

1 Initial/ Ad Hoc The organisation recognises the need for 
IT security, but security awareness depends on the 
individual. IT security is addressed on a reactive basis 
and not measwed. IT security breaches invoke "finger 
pointing" responses if detected, hecauae responsibilities 
are unclear. Responses to IT security breaches are 
unpredictable. 

2 Repeatable but Intuitive Responsibilities and 
accountabilities for IT security are assigned to an IT 
security co-ordinator with no management authority. 
Security awareness is tiagmented and limited. IT 
security information is generated, but is not analysed. 
Security solutions tend to respond reactively to IT 
security incidents and by adopting third-party offerings, 
without addressing the specific needs of the organisation. 
Security policies are being developed, but inadequate 
skills and tools are still being used. IT security reporting 
is incomplete, misleading or not pertinent. 

3 Defined Procen Security awareness exists and is 
promoted by management. Security awareness briefings 
have been standardised and follll8lised. IT security 
procedures are defined and fit into a sttucture for security 
policies and procedures. Responsibilities for IT security 
are assigned, but not consistently enforced. An IT 
security plan exists, driving risk analysis and security 
solutions. IT security reponing is IT focused, rather than 
business focused. Ad hoc inttusion testing is performed. 

4 Mancecl and Meaurable Responsibilities for IT 
security are clearly assigned, managed and enforced. IT 
security risk and impact analysis is consistently 
perfonned. Security policies and practices are completed 
with specific security baselines. Security awareness 
briefings have become mandatory. User identification, 
authentication and authorisation are being standardised. 
Security certification of staff is being established. 
lnttusion testing is a standard and formalised process 
leading to improvements. Cosllbenefit analysis, 
supporting the implementation of security measures, is 
increasingly being utilised. IT security processes are co
ordinated with the overall organisation security function. 
IT security reporting is linked to business objectives. 

5 OptlmiMd IT security is a joint responsibility of 
business and IT management and is integrated with 
corporate security business objectives. IT security 
requirements are clearly defined, optimised and included 
in a verified security plan. Security functions are 
integrated with applications at the design stage and end 
uaers are increasingly accountable for managing security. 
IT security reporting provides early warning of changing 
and emerging risk, using automated active monitoring 
approaches for critical systems. Incidents are promptly 
addressed with follll8lised incident tesponse procedures 
supported by automated tools. Periodic security 
assessments evaluate the effectiveness of implementation 
of the security plan. Information on new threats and 
vulnerabilities is systematically collected and analysed, 
and adequate mitigating controls are promptly 
communicated and implemented. Inttusion testing, root 
cause analysis of security incidents and pro-active 
identification of risk is the basis for continuous 
improvements. Security processes and technologies are 
integrated organisation wide. 
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Ds 10 Delivery & Support CoBff 
Manage Problems and Incidents 

Control over the IT process Manage Problem• and Incidents with 
the business goal of ciiSIIring Jhat problc11U and incidents are 
resohV?d, and the cause im-"eSti'gared to prn't!nt any recurrence 

ensures delivery of information to the business that addresses the 
required lnfonnati<>n Crit.:na and is measured by 
Key G<lll hklt.:ators 

is enabled by a problem management :ry>tem which rrxorrb 
and progresses all incidents 

considc.-. C'liti<:al Swxt~S Facton that leverage 
specific IT Resource• and is measured by 
K<) Pofonnum:e hkl""'"" 

• Thcrl: 1$ clear uttegJ11ti<Ht nfpntblem manag.:~ncnl "t~l 
B•.nlabtlil~ and eliOJlje management 

• Accesstblluy to oonfi@un~tiou data, as "'II as Ute ability II> ~ecp 

track of prublems for each ronJi~unHi•>n .:OOnp<HICilt, is I"'" ided 

• An a~.··urate means •)f commun.k.::umg problem iru.·1de:n1~. 
S)mptoms • .!>agn<>SIS and soluuons to the fllllPCI supp<11t 
perstHtneiiS Ill place 

• Accurate means cxiSl to OOtnmwHcate to 11sers and 11 the 
e>.ceptoon:d 0\ClllS and S)llll>ll»llS thlllllCCd to be n:pt01c.l 10 
problem nUIIla~emem 

•lmining "pnl'ided w support perstHUtcl on prohlcm resoluti'"' 
t""hn>ques 

• Up-to..late roles and respo>tsobohtlcs cllliiiS.,.. a\'allahle to 
SUPJlUn incid.:nl manag.:~nent 

• Tit= os \'en.lol in\Ol,.emcnt dunng pnlhlem imcstig>llon and 
resulutaon 

• Post·fa"1o anal~ is of pouhlon harnlling illlx:<dou\:5 is apphc.l 

Information Criteria 

'eftoetl\...-.eaa .1-, .,....,., 
./ lppjiC.1UGnl --101' '"'""~~' .~.--

.... 11a01111)-
./ fl<t~s: 

eompllance 

rel~bito(y .~ .... 
(P)~f·)~ (.f)~lO 

Key Goal Indicators 

• A measured rechiCtJon ,,fthc III'Jl3CI of 
pmblenos 3Jkl oncidtnts <Ill IT res<>un;es 

• A nlC3Swo.J reduction m the (lapsed tune from 
>mtial symptom n:pon 10 problon JTSolurion 

·A measured redU<;tion In unresolved pmblcms 
and inc-ident:~~ 

• A measured ill<TCilSC bt the numberofprolllemo 
avo~le.l tlwugh pre-onpti\'e lh.i:S 

• R.:chu:ed time lag bel\\een tdenuficanoo and 
...:oolouon ofhigh·nsk problems and tncidotts 

Key Performance Indicators 

• !!lapsed ume from inibol S)'mprom re.:agnition 
to enlly 111 the problem man:~gement syston 

• Elapsed oime "'""een pr.tblcnt nocording anJ 
n:solut;.., or cscatauoo 

• Elapsed ume bet" eel' c\'aluatiuo and 
application of \ 'Old.lr palcl\es 

• Percent of reponed problems '"Ill alreatl)' 
known Jl:$(llub0n appn.,.ches 

• Freqt•em'Y of c:oonlinauoo meetinJ!$ "ith 
rhanjC managem<1U and a\"atlabihty 
Jn3naganc:m personnel 

• Frequttt<.)l of compdnent problem analysos 
~q>nning 

• Reduced number of JHublenu 1104 cootroUed 
tlwugh fonnalj>rubicm mano~temcut 
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MANACEi\1ENT GUIDEIJNES DSIO 
DS10 Maturity Model 
Control over the IT process ManiCe Problemlllld 
Incidents with the business goal of eruuring that problems 
and incidents are resolved, and the cause investigated to 
prrtVent any recurrence 

0 NOIHixlatent There is no awareness of the need for 
managing problems and incidents. The problem-solving 
process is informal and usen and IT staff deal 
individually with problems on a case-by-case basis. 

1 Initial/ Ad Hoc The organisation bas recognised that 
there is a need to solve problems and evaluate incidents. 
Key knowledgeable individuals provide some assistance 
with problems relating to their area of expertise and 
responsibility. The information is not shared with others 
and solutions vary from one support person to another, 
resulting in additional problem creation and loss of 
productive time, while searching for answers. 
Management frequently changes the focus and direction 
of the operatio!lll and technical support staff. 

2 Repeatable but Intuitive There is a wide awareness of 
the need to manage IT related problems and incidents 
within both the business units and information services 
function. The resolution process has evolved to a point 
where a few key individuals are respo!lllible for 
managing the problems and incidents occurring. 
Information is shared among staff; however, the process 
remains ll!llltructured, infonnal and mostly reactive. The 
service level to the user community varies and is 
hampered by insufficient structured knowledge available 
to the problem solvers. Management reporting of 
incidents and analysis of problem creation is timited and 
informal. 

3 Defined P-. The need for an effective problem 
management system is accepted and evidenced by 
budgets for the staffing, training and support of response 
teams. Problem solving, escalation and resolution 
processes have been standardised, but are not 
sophisticated. Nonetheless, users have received clear 
cornmunicatio!lll on where and bow to report on 
problems and incidents. The recording and tracking of 
problems and their resolutions is fragmented within the 

response team, using the available tools without 
centralisation or analysis. Deviatio!lll from established 
norms or standards are likely to go undetected 

4 Matllllled llld Mealunlble The problem management 
process is understood at all levels within the organisation. 
Responsibilities and ownerahip are clear and established. 
Methods and procedures are documented, communicated 
and measured for effectiveness. The majority of 
problems and incidents are identified, recorded, reported 
and analysed for continuous improvement and are 
reported to stakeholders. Knowledge and expertise are 
cultivated, maintained and developed to higher levels as 
the function is viewed as an asset and major contributor 
to the achievement of IT objectives. The incident 
response capability is tested periodically. Problem and 
incident management is well integrated with interrelated 
procesaes, such as change, availability and configuration 
managemen~ and assists customers in managing data, 
facilities and operations. 

5 Optlmlsecl The problem management process has 
evolved into a forward-looking and proactive one, 
contributing to the IT objectives. Problems are 
anticipated and may even be prevented Knowledge is 
maintained, through regular contacts with vendors and 
experts, regarding patterns of past and future problems 
and incidents. The recording, reporting and analysis of 
problems and resolutions is automated and fully 
integrated with configuration data management. Most 
systems have been equipped with automatic detection 
and warning mechanism, which are continuously tracked 
and evaluated. 
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Ds 11 Delivery & Support CoBJrr 
Manage Oata 11 

ConU'OI o•er lhe IT process Mallalle Data with the business goal of 
~nsun'ng tlu:u data remains complete. acCtVale and YO!id during its 

inpm. update and .storage 

ensures deli""')' of information to lhe business that addresses the 
roquired lnfunnl1tt<lll Coitcrla and is measured by 
l-ey .oal IO<ltcatun 

is enabled by an ejfectlwt combination of applicotion and 
general controls O\'el" the IT operations 

considers Critical Su.:ce$$ facl<n that leverage 
specific IT RC><>Ut>:<$ and is mea ured by 
Key Pct1i:II1TUJIC< h><l .. IIOI1 

Critical Success Factors 

• I laJ> enuy rt;qlltreuiCnt> are ~learl) swed. cnfln\:<d end 
:llillppuncd b)' aul.omaw..l teclmiques at all 1'-'~ls . int." ludmg 
.l.!tal>ase w>d file imaf•cC$ 

• Titc ~•,.tbilities r.,. data ownership and intcantY 
requirements an: oloarly Slated and a=pted thn>ttghout the 
OJ'ganisatioo 

• Data accu ·y and standards are clearly communical<:d und 
tncurporaloo into the training and pett<>nnel de\clopmcnl 
1""'-"CSSCS 

• llala entry stam.bnls 3lllJ CtJI'teC-tlun aft' enfi~"'C\1 al Ute roiOI or 

enll) 
• Data mpu1. pnAX:S.Smy and ouqru1 in1q.ri1y srandards are 

ft>muh.OO and cnfi>n-ed 
' Pata IS held in "'"!ICilSC until coo=tcd 
• l:ft"'-11\e dcte.:t"~' methods at-e us.ld to cnfon.'C data acwra.:y 

wtd mre~rny smndardr 
• l.: ffCCii\C trarl.\ latmn nf .Jata ac:russ platf,mn.!l. is lmplt:~nCJ:UCll 

"ithout lu;s of inlqplty or reliabtlny 10 niCCI changms OO.it.teSS 
demands 

• nte"' II a dcaease.J reliance 011 matoueJ data InpUt and re· 
k<) ing pmu:sscs 

• l:fficicnt and notblc Sn!Utions promote cff"'-1i\"e IISC of data 
• llatd ts archi\ed 01><1 pruW<;ted anJ tS rcadtly a\ailablc " ltcn 
~ for recn'ery 

Information Crltotfil 

effacli\,.I'I&H 

oll!oi...:y 
conf,denU .. l) 

p ln"W ... 
8'\. .. tootilry ...... ....,. 

~ ••liltl•ll:)' 

Key Goal Indicators 

IT Ro-iourecs 

'"""""""' fat:~tlfllj 

~ .... 

• A me•sun:d redUCU.» in the doll> pn:p~r•tinn 
proo.:ess JIJI<l ta!.l.s 

• A measured impnwemtnt in the quality, 
limehnc and a\lilabiluy of data 

• A measured 1n...n:~sc in ~o•ustomer ~tisf~K-1ion 

and reliana: upon the dot~ 
• A measu:rcd decrease u1 oorn:cU\'e atm nics ant.l 
expo~un: to datn coJ"roptmn 

• Redu<:ed nwnher of d.tU> dcfccts. such u 
.Wund:tno:y, duplu.:aunn wid inronmtcn<.')l 

• No legal or rcgnlat•"1' data oompliark:e oonfliCIS 

Key Performance Indicators 

• Pcn:ent of .Uta input <nUt$ 

• Pcn:cnt of updates reproc..ssed 
• Pcrecnt ofautomated data intcgtity checks 

it>C<ll)lOralcd into the applic:nio"" 
• ren:e~~t of em,.. pre'cnted at the poim l)fctllly 
• Ntunber of automated dati lniA!gnty check! run 

tndcpcndently oftlte applicatiOil.\ 
• Time inten"al bet'A-een error occurrence, 

dcteclion and correction 
• Reduced data outf~lt prublctns 
• Rcdoocd tin~ for rcco' "el)' of w-chi' ed data 
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MANAGEi\1ENT GUIDELINES DSll 
DS1.1 Maturity Model 
Control o~ the IT process M....- Dllt8 with the business 
goal of ensuring t/raJ da/Q remains complete. accurate and 
valid during its input, update and storage 

0 NOIHixlltent Data is not n:cognised as a corporate 
resource and asset. There is no assigned data ownership 
or individual accountability for data integrity and 
reliability. Data quality and security is poor or non
existent 

1 Initial/ Ad Hoc The organisation recognises a need for 
accurate data. Some methods an: developed at the 
individual level to pn:vcnt and detect data inpu~ 
processing and output errors. The process of error 
identification and corn:ction is dependent upon manual 
activities of individuals, and rules and requirements an: 
not passed on as staff movement and turnover occur. 
Management assumes that data is accurate because a 
computer is involved in the process. Data integrity and 
security an: not management requirements and, if 
security exists, it is administered by the information 
services function. 

2 Repeatable but Intuitive The awan:ness of the need 
for data accuracy and maintaining integrity is prevalent 
throughout the organisation. Data ownership begins to 
occur, but at a department or group level. The rules and 
requin:ments an: docwncnted by key individuals and an: 
not consistent across the organisation and platforms. 
Data is in tbc custody of the information services 
function and the rules and definitions an: driven by the 
IT requirements. Data security and integrity an: 
primarily the information services fimction 's 
responsibilities, with minor departmental involvement. 

3 Defined Procesa The need for data integrity within and 
across tbc organisation is understood and accepted. Data 
inpu~ processing and output standards have been 
formalised and an: enforced. The process of error 
identification and correction is automated. Data 
ownership is assigned, and integrity and security an: 
controlled by the responsible party. Automated 
techniques an: utilised to pn:vent and detect errors and 
inconsistencies. Data definitions, rules and requirements 

an: clearly documented and maintained by a database 
administration function. Data becomes consistent across 
platforms and throughout the organisation. The 
information services function takes on a custodian role, 
while data integrity control shifts to the data owner. 
Management relies on reports and analyses for decisions 
and future planning. 

4 Manatee! and Meaaul"llble Data is defined as a 
corporate resource and asse~ as management demands 
more decision support and profitability reporting. The 
responsibility for data quality is clearly defined, assigned 
and communicated within the organisation. Standardised 
methods an: documented, maintained and used to control 
data quality, rules an: enforced and data is consistent 
across platforms and business units. Data quality is 
measun:d and customer satisfaction with information is 
moniton:d. Management reporting takes on a strategic 
value in assessing customers, tn:nda and product 
evaluations. Integrity of data becomes a significant 
factor, with data security recognised as a control 
requirement. A formal, organisation-wide data 
administration function has been established, with the 
resources and authority to enforce data standardisation. 

6 Optlmlled Data management is a mature, integrated 
and cross-functional process that has a clearly defined 
and weD-understood goal of delivering quality 
information to the user, with clearly defined integrity, 
availability and reliability criteria. The organisation 
actively manages data, information and knowledge as 
corporate resources and assets, with the objective of 
maximising business value. The corporate culture 
stresses the importance of high quality data that needs to 
be protected and tn:ated as a key component of 
intellectual capital. The ownership of data is a strategic 
responsibility with all requirements, rules, regulations 
and considerations clearly documented, maintained and 
communicated. 
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